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ABSTRACT
The Office Blogger (OBlog) is an experimental prototype of a
multimedia appliance that allows an office worker to easily record
events, conversations, meetings, pictures and documents, and helps
create blog entries from that data. OBlog employs a novel image
classification algorithm and automatic post processing to make the
information about images more accessible to users. The OBlog
system uses an “always-on” design that makes it convenient to use
and it’s packaged as a stand-alone system to remove any
computational burden from a user’s PC. Results show that the
image classification algorithm achieves over 90% recall on five
image categories commonly encountered by office workers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Systems]: Information storage and retrieval –
systems and software.

General Terms
Algorithms, design, experimentation.

Keywords
Blog, multimedia, memory appliance, continuous capture.

1. INTRODUCTION
Blogging is a well recognized tool for communications and
creation of a personal diary [1]. Consisting of a series of entries
that describe or comment upon events, blogs could improve
personal productivity by providing an easily browsed and searched
chronicle of what individuals do during the work day. For example,
a blog entry might describe a meeting with someone about a new
invention. Access to those comments could be particularly valuable
months or years later when refining the innovation or trying to
recall precisely who invented what.
The effectiveness of a blog is significantly improved by the
inclusion of multimedia – something that’s becoming routinely
available to office workers. Meeting recorders provide audio and
video chronicles of office discussions [2]. Digital cameras could be
used to take pictures of documents, whiteboards, business cards,
etc. Key frames from a PC’s desktop video could represent what a
user does during the day. If office workers could easily access that
multimedia data, it would be easy for them to maintain a
multimedia diary.
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Another issue for many people is the cognitive overhead of
deciding that an event should be recorded with a multimedia
capture device. By the time they realize that something should be
chronicled, it’s already occurred. This is a continuing source of
frustration for users and is particularly significant in an office
environment where it’s important to record actions that can occur
spontaneously, such as brainstorming discussions.
A significant technical issue in the creation of multimedia blogs is
the automatic classification of images. Information about their
content (for example, an image contains a whiteboard), would
allow them to be automatically filed in a collection of whiteboard
images. It would also simplify browsing since users often know the
type of data they’re looking for (it’s a whiteboard but not a
document) but don’t recall the date it was captured.
We propose a novel solution for creating multimedia blogs that
provides convenient access to many data sources and overcomes
the cognitive burden of deciding when to capture an event with an
“always-on” strategy. Our system, called the Office Blogger, or
OBlog, includes a video camera for capturing office discussions,
audio recording capability, automatic key frame extraction from PC
desktop video, and a software interface to a digital camera that
automatically classifies its images as whiteboards, documents,
business cards, slides, and scenes. Multimedia is also automatically
cross-linked with time and content in order to make retrieval of the
information easier. Finally, a simple web interface enables users to
easily browse and incorporate multimedia into their work blogs,
creating multimedia-rich documents. Packaged as a stand-alone
PC, this system adds no computational burden to the user’s
computer.
Previous work related to our system includes the MyLifeBits
project, which is a repository for multimedia about a user’s day-today life. Recent work on this project incorporates authoring tools
for constructing stories [3]. In contrast, OBlog is designed for
instantaneous capture and incorporation of multimedia in a diary
where each entry is an independent multimedia comment about an
event.
In this paper, we first give an overview of the OBlog system which
allows classification and linking of user data from various sources.
We describe the capture and indexing components of the system,
i.e., how office conversations, PC-screen images, and printed
documents are captured, processed, and indexed. Section 3
presents a novel algorithm that classifies business images. A user
interface for creating the multimedia office blogs is presented in
Section 4. Finally, we discuss the outlook in Section 5.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The overall system architecture is depicted in Figure 1. Capture
and processing modules run on a stand-alone OBlog server, in
order to avoid using resources from the user’s computer. The
server controls the capture, compression, classification, linking,
post-processing, and distribution of the multimedia information
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Figure 1. Overview of OBlog system architecture.
The OBlog system stores and indexes digital images, which are
uploaded from a digital camera’s memory, audio/video in the office,
the user’s PC screen, and the user’s text annotations. This
multimedia data is stored in a database on the OBlog server and is
browsable via a web interface. In addition, our system supports easy
incorporation of printed documents and captured meetings, which
reside in outside databases, into the user’s blogs.
OBlog supports classification and indexing of a user’s digital
images. Digital images are playing an increasingly important role in
the capture and sharing of visual information in the work place. For
example, an office worker may use a digital camera to capture the
contents of a whiteboard, a document, information about a set of
slides, a business card, or a scene with other people. Workplace
studies have shown that people would use a digital camera in the
office to capture these kinds of images if a camera were available
[4].

content matching. This is achieved by first OCR’ing the document
images, forming horizontal and vertical n-grams (n=2), and
matching these n-grams to those of electronic documents in the
database. This matching method identifies the original electronic
documents with high accuracy if the document image contains
sufficient OCR’able text.
In the OBlog system, automatic linking of document images to
electronic documents enables many useful features. The document
images captured during a meeting can be used to access a pdf
document by just clicking on the document image. Similarly, the
document images or the electronic document can easily be added to
a blog. Moreover, when a user prints a document image from the
OBlog, a print dialog box is displayed that gives user the option of
either printing the document image or the entire pdf document that it
is linked to, making access to the content seamless.

However, organizing these images remains a challenge. In order to
solve this problem, OBlog integrates a novel business image
classification algorithm, described in Section 3, that identifies
document images, whiteboard images, business card images, slide
images, and regular images. Using the OBlog interface, users can
search or browse images in different categories and easily
incorporate them in their blogs. Moreover, based on the
classification results, these images are automatically cross-linked to
printed documents and meeting recordings.

Meetings and presentations are captured by a system that resides in
our conference room [5]. The audiovisual recordings and slides are
stored on a database that is accessible by OBlog servers as shown in
Figure 1. When a user captures slide images with a digital camera
during a presentation and uploads these to the OBlog server, the
slide images are automatically linked to the presentation recordings
by matching the contents of the image to the contents of the slides
captured during presentation [6]. This way, a user can easily access
presentation recordings by just clicking on the pictures she captured
during that presentation.

Printed documents are automatically captured and stored on the
user’s personal computer as depicted in Figure 1. The OBlog server
automatically links the captured multimedia to the printed
documents by matching their time-stamps (i.e., print time and
capture time) to the times when audio or visual recordings and PC
screen images were captured. PDFs of printed documents are also
linked to the document images captured by a digital camera via

Office events are captured by a USB camera and microphone system
that is mounted on the wall of the office and connected to the OBlog
server. The OBlog server is started manually to continuously capture
audiovisual data in real-time. In order to detect real office
conversations, we perform a simple audiovisual analysis. We detect
motion in the room by computing the differences in consecutive
frames, and conversations in the room by measuring the average
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amplitude of the audio in 30 second time-frames. If either of these
measures exceeds a threshold, an office event is detected and the
first frame of the event is saved as a key frame. Note that as people
move around, a single office conversation may generate many events
and key frames. The part of the video recording that does not contain
events is spliced out from the video stream and discarded. In the
blogging interface, key frames are presented to the user on the
timeline. The user can either include individual key frames in their
blog, which are linked to the start time of the video recording, or
specify a range to incorporate into the blog. Currently, a range can
be selected by specifying a start and stop key frame.
A user’s computer screen is recorded by tapping into the VGA
output of the user’s computer and capturing it with a video capture
card on the OBlog server. The screen images are saved when there is
a significant change on the screen. The captured screen images are
OCR’ed and indexed by key words.

3. IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we describe the key technology component of the
OBlog system, which is the automatic image classification algorithm
that allows user to easily browse business images and enables
automatic linking of images to the right content. The classification
algorithm organizes the business images captured with a digital
camera into the following five groups: document images, whiteboard
images, business card images, slide images, and regular images.

3.1 Feature Extraction and Classification
First, the text regions are identified, skew correction is performed,
and the text regions are binarized by adaptive thresholding. A
connected component height histogram is computed from the text
regions, which is useful for separating machine print from hand
writing. Based on the component height histograms, we compute 2nd
and 3rd order X moments and the spread of histogram bins. These
features are useful for differentiating whiteboard images from
document images.
Because letters are connected in handwriting more so than that of
machine print, we also compute the average height-to-width ratio of
connected components. Whiteboard images typically have a low
connected component height-to-width ratio in text regions, where
document, slide, and business card images have a high ratio.
Text is extracted using a commercial OCR package. Then a number
of text features, such as text confidence, the number of characters,
the ratio of words starting with capital letters to the number of
words, the ratio of words starting with numerical characters to the
number of words, the ratio of number of text lines starting with a
bullet point to the total number of text lines, etc. are computed. Such
features are useful to discriminate documents, business cards, and
slide images. Layout features, obtained by horizontal and vertical
projections of text lines, and text and background colors are also
computed and used as features. For classification, all the image
features are normalized and classified with Support Vector Machines
[7]. SVM is a binary classifier. In order to achieve a multi-class
classifier, we train an SVM classifier for each semantic class pair.
For example, business card images vs. document images, regular
images vs. document images, and so on. This results in 10 SVM
classifiers. An input image is assigned to a semantic class if 4 of
these SVM classifiers agree on the same decision.

3.2 Performance
We evaluated the performance of our classifier on a database of
1025 business images. Our database contained 151 documents, 132
business cards, 278 slides, 80 whiteboards, and 384 regular images

captured during conference or tradeshow trips. Regular images
include both indoor images and outdoor or scenery images.
Ten SVM classifiers were trained with 30 images from each class.
The classification results are presented in Table 1. Here, precision is
the ratio of correctly labeled images in a given category to all labeled
images as being in that category, and recall is the ratio of correctly
labeled images in a given category to all images in that category. As
can be seen from the table, regular, slide, and whiteboard images
were identified with 95% or higher accuracy, 94% of document
images, and 92% of business card images were correctly labeled. In
classifying document images, our observation was that the black and
white documents are very accurately classified and misclassification
happened mostly on images of colored magazine pages that contain
large fonts and many photos. Moreover, some of the regular images
taken at conferences that have posters in the background are misclassified as whiteboard images, which yield to a lower precision
score for the whiteboard category. In the future, a separate class may
be considered for images with posters. The overall correct
classification rate of our business image classifier is above 95%.
Table 1. Business image classification results.
Image Class
Document
Business Card
Slide
Whiteboard
Regular

Nof Images in the Database Precision
151
132
278
80
384

%100
%87
%100
%80
%97

Recall
%94
%92
%96
%95
%99

4. BLOGGING INTERFACE AND ACCESS
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Figure 2. OBlog content browsing and blogging interface.
OBlog supports a web based interface for browsing the captured and
linked multimedia data and creating office blogs. A user can browse
the multimedia content with a calendar interface and select from
many different types of captured contents, e.g., video clips,
meetings, whiteboard images, from the content selector panel, as
shown in Figure 3. A daily timeline is also present for easy retrieval
of content. The timeline starts from 6am and ends at 11pm. A 24
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hour timeline that includes non-work hours can be used for
surveillance purposes as well. A user can click on one of the
thumbnail images to bring the content to the content view panel.
Various content available in OBlog is shown in Figure 3. Note that,
for some content types, the user is presented with further options in
the content viewer panel. For example, for meetings, a user is
presented with a “view” option in which they can connect to the
meeting server to watch the entire meeting. If the content type is
whiteboard, presented with “view image,” “view enhanced,” and
“print” options. When the user views the enhanced version, an
automatically cleaned version of the whiteboard image is displayed.
For document images, the options are “view image”, “search
Internet”, “search desktop”, and “print.” If the image is a business
card, then the user is presented with “search visitor’s kiosk” option
where visitor database is searched for matching visitor information.
Figure 4. Example blog that includes a regular image, business
card image, office conversation, and PC screen image.

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

(a)

(b)

(c)

We presented a prototype office appliance that allows users to easily
capture, organize, and annotate multimedia information and create
office diaries. Currently, we have a single system that is in regular
use and available for demonstrations. Since December 2004, 78
office conversations, 179 digital camera images, and thousands of
PC screen images have been captured, and 52 blog entries were
created. Even though no formal usage studies have been conducted
yet, user feedback on the demonstrations has shown that the system
is useful, particularly the prospect of not missing any part of
discussions that take place in the office, and the capability of easily
linking and organizing business images as blogs.
In the future, we plan to automate part of the blogging process.
OBlog captures one's daily work and blogs help users summarize
what is important from this work. Therefore, it should be possible to
synthesize a work summary (in the form of weekly or monthly
reports) by using the captured multimedia and a user's work blogs.
Moreover, using this information, multimedia presentations could be
automatically generated.
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Figure 3. Content/daily timeline views of different content types
(a) office conversations (b) meetings (c) user’s computer screen
(d) whiteboard (e) document (f) business card images.
The blog editor (next to the content browser) allows users to easily
select multimedia contents, annotate them and compose multimedia
documents in the form of blogs. When the user clicks on the “select
this” button in the blogging interface, placeholders (text) for the
media content is inserted in the blog area indicating the media type
and the source. There is also the option of marking start and stop
points for a media item. This is particularly useful for media with
time dimension such as video and screen capture data. Users can
then insert comments around the media items in the blog editor. An
example of a blog with a regular image, a business image, an office
conversation, and a user’s computer screen is shown in Figure 4.
Clicking on any of the time-based media items invokes playback and
clicking on any of the image items displays a separate window that
shows the high resolution image.
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